
Lastolite Announce New 6:1 and 7:1 TriFlip Kits
November 14th 2012, Lastolite Limited, the world’s leading manufacturer of backgrounds and lighting control systems for the photo, video
and cinema industry, announces the release of the new 6:1 and 7:1 TriFlip Kits.

The new TriFlip Kits are in addition to the already popular 8:1 TriFlip Kit.

The 6:1 TriFlip Kit includes one 75cm (30”) TriGrip Gold/White reflector and one double sided, reversible TriFlip cover (Sunlite/Sunfire,
Silver/Softsilver), giving a total of six reflective surfaces to choose from.

The 7:1 TriFlip Kit includes one 75cm (30”) TriGrip two Stop Diffuser, one 75cm (30”) TriGrip Gold/White reflector and one double sided,
reversible TriFlip cover (Sunlite/Sunfire, Silver/Softsilver). This combination will allow you to use two reflectors at once (choose from six
available surfaces), or a combination of a reflector and a diffuser.

Setup for both kits takes only seconds and the result is a taut professional finish. The included TriGrip in both kits features the unique
TriGrip moulded handle for accurate positioning of the reflector with just one hand. The TriFlip products are an all in one solution in a bag.

Main Features:

Easy set up
Six reflective surfaces to choose from



Use two reflectors, or combination of a reflector or diffuser with the 7:1 Kit

Price & Availability:

The new TriFlip 6:1 Kit and 7:1 Kit are available at RRP £85 and £145 inc VAT respectively.

For stockist information, please see: http://www.lastolite.com/distributors.php

Email:sales@lastolite.com  

Telephone: 01530 832570

For images or review samples please contact jessica@klassociates.com

About Lastolite:

Lastolite are world leading manufacturers of backgrounds and lighting control equipment for the photographic and video industries.

Established in 1985, the company started out with just a handful of employees and one product, the original 'pop up' circular reflector. Today
the company employs over 100 people, operates from a 60,000 sq.ft. manufacturing facility and offers a comprehensive range of innovative,
award winning products to over 60 countries worldwide.

Photography on the move and innovation are in the company's heart. Lastolite hold a number of worldwide patents for their products and their
ongoing investment into research and development enables them to continue delivering ground breaking products to the market.

In 2009, Lastolite founded the Lastolite School of Photography. Lastolite’s strategy for the School of Photography is to provide FREE OF
CHARGE video and written tutorials for photographers on a monthly basis, building an ‘industry leading’ library of tutorials for existing users
and photographers looking to buying one of their products.

For more information, please see:

Lastolite School of Photography

For all information on Lastolite products please see: www.lastolite.com


